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ments are necessary for the detection of the OAM modes [7].
Besides the UCA-based OAM, various techniques have been
studied for the generation of electromagnetic OAM waves at ra
dio frequency (RF) domain, including dielectric resonator an
tennas [16], traveling-wave cavity antennas [17], and metasur
faces [18]-[20].

Among the proposed systems, the OAM transmission sys
tem using a uniform circular array (UCA) with N antenna el
ements has the advantage that it constructs N parallel channels
by employing the predetermined set of discrete Fourier trans
form (DFT) and inverse DFT on the transmitter and receiver
sides [8]. A radio OAM system which employs a UCA, how
ever, was faced with the question of whether it is the same as
the existing multiple input multiple output (MIMO) transmis-
sion technique because the UCA is just a kind of array with
multiple antenna elements [8]. Research is still needed to find a
clear answer to this question.

In this paper, we compare the UCA-OAM scheme, which en
ables spatial multiplexing transmission of data symbols via mul
tiple OAM modes, through numerical analysis and simulation
in terms of spectral efficiency and feedback overhead with the
UCA based singular value decomposition MIMO (UCA-SVD
MIMO) scheme.

To this end, the channel capacities of the two systems are
compared for the cases where equal power allocation and wa
terfilling power allocation are employed, based on the channel
capacity formula as well as the relation between the eigenmodes
of the UCA-SVD-MIMO channel and the modes of the UCA
OAM channel. In addition, we demonstrate through numerical
analysis that the UCA-OAM scheme can achieve the same spec
tral efficiency as the UCA-SVD-MIMO scheme with the exactly
same feedback overhead, which means that the two systems are
equivalent.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II describes the system models of the UCA-OAM and UCA
SVD-MIMO schemes. Section III presents the analytical results.
Section IV presents the numerical results. Section V contains the
concluding remarks.

Contribution: The contribution of this paper lies in that the
advantages of the UCA-OAM scheme over the UCA-SVD
MIMO scheme is justified for the first time taking feedback
overhead into account. In addition, the relation between the
mode gains of the UCA-OAM system and UCA-SVD-MIMO
system is analyzed theorectically and verified through simula
tion.

Notations: AT, A H , tr{A}, det(A), and A 1/ 2 denote the
transpose, the conjugate transpose, the trace, the determinant,
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I. INTRODUCTION

ORBITAL angular momentum (OAM) is one of the momen
tum of electromagnetic (EM) waves which is known to be

conserved up to a far-field zone according to the momentum
conservation law [1], [2]. As it was found that a theoretically
infinite number of OAM modes, but practically finite, can be
transferred without mutual interference in a line-of-sight (LoS)
channel environment [3]-[8], there have been growing interests
in this new technique in the fields of millimeter wave / sub
terahertz (sub-THz) and light beam communication [9]-[15].

The most important moments in the history of research on
the radio OAM technique are as follows. In 2012, there was
an experiment on wireless data transmission, in Panova univ.,
Italy, using a spiral phase plate (SPP) and a Yaki antenna, which
proved the possibility of far-field transmission of radio OAM
having a number of states [5]. In 2007, it was shown through
simulation that a photonic OAM can be generated by the use of
a uniform circular array (UCA) in the radio frequency range [6].
In 2010, it was found that a circular array antenna is sufficient
for the generation of OAM modes, and that only local measure-
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Abstract: This paper compares the uniform circular array based or
bital angular momentum (UCA-OAM) scheme, which enables spa
tial multiplexing transmission of data symbols via multiple OAM
modes, with the UCA-MIMO scheme through numerical analysis
and simulation in terms of spectral efficiency and feedback over
head. Specifically, based on the relations between the eigenmodes
of the UCA-SVD-MIMO system and the modes ofUCA-OAM sys
tem as well as the capacity formula, the channel capacities of the
two systems are compared for the cases where equal power alloca
tion and waterfilling power allocation are employed, and then the
effectiveness of the analytical results are verified through simula
tion.
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~I' --- DCA-GAM channel ---~'I
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DCAs have radii of R TX and RRX, respectively, and the T-R
distance between them is D. The antenna elements of both the
transmit DCA and the receive DCA are arranged around a circle
at equal intervals, and the angles of the transmitting element j
and the receiving element i on the circle are B~ x = 21'1j / N +
cPTX and Bkx = 21ri/N + cPRX, respectively.

In a pure LoS enviroument, the channel response between the
transmit element j and the receive element i is expressed as

Here, A is the wavelength of the EM wave, f3 represents the gain
and phase by the transmit and receive antennas, and di,j is the
distance between the two antenna elements which is given by

Fig. 1. DCA-GAM system model.

and the square-root operation of a matrix A, respectively. Re{ .}
denotes the real part of the variable in the brackets. IAI denotes
the matrix whose elements are equal to the magnitudes of the
elements of A .

A {21rd . }hi,j = f3 41rd . exp -iT .
~,J

(3)

II. SYSTEM MODEL
(4)

where the ith element in the diagonal entries of,0. is denoted by
a complex variable 6i .

Hence, the signal vector y E eNx 1 that appears at the receive
DCA can be written as

where n ~ N(O, o-;IN ) is the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) and IN denotes the N-dimensional identity matrix.
Suppose that the signal vector x E eNx 1 transmitted through
the transmit DCA is written as

where S E e Nx1 is the data symbol and p 1/ 2 E eNxN is the
power allocation matrix.

Since the matrix ~ is diagonal, (9) indicates that N paral
lel channels can be constructed without the presence of mutual

(5)

(7)

(9)

(8)

(6)

y=Hx+n=Q~QHx+n,

i . 2(i-j)
Bi,j = BRX - B~x = N + cPRX - cPTX.

where

C. Signal Modelfor a UCA-DAM System

When the element-by-element channel hi,j is a constant for
all (i, j) pairs with the same difference, the channel matirx of
the DCA pair, H E eNxN , is said to be circulant, and this
circulant matrix can be decomposed as a product of the IDFT
matrix Q E eNxN , complex diagonal matrix,0. E eNxN , and
the DFT matrix QH E eNxN as expressed by [8]

Note from (4) and (5) that Bi,j is constant for all (i, j) pairs
with an equal value of i - j, and so is di,j. This means that hi,j
also has the same value for such pairs under the condition that f3
is a constant for a range of directions determined by the aperture
of the receive DCA.

Then we have the DFT output Z E eN x 1 as given by

z = QHy = ~p1/2s + QH n

B. UCA Pair Channel Model

Fig. 1 shows the system model for the DCA-OAM system
considered in this paper. In this system, the transmit and receive

where co is the vacuum permittivity, i is the imaginary unit, and
AuC A (r) denotes the vector potential that appears at the posi
tion r from the center of the DCA.

lt was shown in [7] that if the phase of the current flowing
into the nth antenna element becomes 21rln/N where I is an
integer, the vector potential at the position r for a large N can
be approximated as

AUCA(r) ~ A(r)Ni-lei1rp JI(kasinB), (2)

where A(r) denotes the vector potential by a radiating antenna
element of the DCA, cp is the azimuthal angle, B is the elevation
angle, k is the wave number (i.e., k = 21'1/ A), a is the radius of
the DCA, and Jl (.) is the lth order Bessel function of the first
kind. This indicates that the sinusoidal EM wave generated by
the DCA has momentum with azimuthal phase dependency, ei1rp

[7].
Accordingly, if a receive DCA is placed on a plane perpen

dicular to the propagation direction of the EM wave generated
by the transmit DCA, the phase of the EM wave arriving at each
element of the receive DCA becomes a rotating phase. Since the
phases of different OAM modes of the EM wave are orthogonal
on a circle of a plane perpendicular to the propagation direction,
one can separate the desired mode I from the received signal by
combining the phase shifter outputs following the receive DCA,
where the phase shift for the nth DCA element is -21rln/N.

The phase shifts for the transmit DCA element n, 21rln/N,
can be generated by using a column of the inverse discrete
Fourier transform (IDFT), and multiple sinusoidal EM waves
can be superpositioned by using multiple columns of the IDFT
matrix and then transmitted simultaneously.

A. Generation of DAM with a UCA Antenna

The orbital angular momentum, L, of a sinusoidal electro
magnetic wave generated by a DCA antenna is expressed as [7]

L = co JRe{iE*( -i(r x \7) . AucA(r))}dV, (1)
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Transmit
DCA

I<--- DCA pair channel -----+I
Receive
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which indicates that N parallel channels without mutual inter
ference can be realized by transmitting the EM wave generated
by using the right singular matrix V and the left singular matrix
U at the transmitter side and the receiver side, respectively. In
this regard, the diagonal matrix ~ is referred to as the channel
matrix of the UCA-SVD-MIMO system.

~I' --- DCA-SVD-MIMO channel ---->1,1
III. ANALYTICAL RESULTS

(10)

Fig. 2. System model for the UCA-SVD-MIMO scheme.

interference by transmitting and receiving the OAM EM wave
by using the IDFT and DFT at the transmitter side and the re
ceiver side, respectively. In this regard, the diagonal matrix ,0" is
referred to as the channel matrix of the UCA-OAM system.

Meanwhile, given the channel matrix H, the average signal
to-noise ratio (SNR) appearing at the antenna elements of the
receive UCA for P = IN is defined by

SNR = IIHII} 0-;
N o-~'

In this section, the characteristics of the UCA-OAM sys
tem and the UCA-SVD-MIMO system are analyzed in terms
of channel capacity and feedback overhead.

A. Channel Capacities with Equal Power Allocation

Assume that the noise appearing at the receive UCA is
AWGN with zero-mean and covariance of o-;IN , i.e., n ~
N(O, o-;IN ). Then, when the equal power allocation is em
ployed, it can be shown from (9) and (15) that the channel ca
pacity corresponding to the UCA-OAM system and the UCA
SVD-MIMO system respectively can be written as

where 0-; is the average power of the data symbols in s. There
fore, p defined as the ratio of the 0-; to 0-; can be calculated
as 0-; SNR

p = o-~ = IIHII}/N' (11)

In addition, since total transmit power Pt associated with the
transmitted signal s is equal to No-;, and Pt is also equal to the
power in x which is calculated as E[llxI1 2] = tr{P}o-;, we have

N

tr{P} = LPi = N.
i=l

(12)

(16)

and
CSVD-MIMO = log2 det (IN + p~2) . (17)

Under the equal power allocation, the channel capacities of
two systems satisfy the relationship as described in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: With equal power allocation, the capacity of the
UCA OAM channel is exactly the same as that of the UCA
SVD-MIMO channel.

Proof' Since the square matrix Q is unitary and (6) leads
to,0" = QHHQ, (16) can be rewritten as

D. Signal Model for a UCA-SVD-MIMO System

Fig. 2 shows the system model for the UCA-SVD-MIMO
scheme. It is well known that the SVD based MIMO scheme
can construct N parallel channels without mutual interference,
and that it can achieve the maximum transmission capacity of
the given MIMO channel by applying the waterfilling power al
location algorithm.

In a UCA-SVD-MIMO system, the given UCA pair channel
H can be decomposed as a product of a diagonal matrix ~ with
N singular values as its diagonal elements, left singular matrix
U, and the right singular matrix V, which is written by

In addition, by using the unitary property of Q and the property
of det(AB) = det(A) det(B) for two square matrices A and
B, (18) can be rewritten as

C OAM = log2 det (IN + pQHHHH Q)
= log2 det(QH) det (IN + pHHH) det(Q) (19)
= log2 det (IN + pHHH) .

Likewise, since the matrices U and V are unitary, we get ~ =

U HHV from (13), and therefore (17) can be rewritten as

(13)

(21)
Based on (19) and (21), it is clear that both the UCA-OAM

system and the UCA-SVD-MIMO system with equal power al
location have the same channel capacity. D

In addition, by using the unitary property of U and V and the
property of det(AB) = det(A) det(B) for two square matrices
A and B, (20) can be rewritten as

CSVD-MIMO = log2 det (IN + pUHHHHU)
= log2 det(U H) det (IN + pHHH) det(U)
= log2 det (IN + pHHH) .

(14)

(15)

y = Hx+ n = U~VHx+n

where the kth element in the diagonal entries of ~ is denoted by
a real variable O-k.

Hence, the signal vector y E C Nx 1 appearing at the receive
UCA is written as

and when the signal transmitted through the transmit UCA is
given by x = Vp 1/ 2s, we have the equalizer output Z E C Nx 1

as given by
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B. Relation between DAM Mode Gains and Singular Values

From (16) and (17), the channel capacity of the UCA-OAM
system and the UCA-SVD-MIMO system can be represented as
a sum of mode capacities of N modes as follows:

where 15i l2 is the gain of the ithmode of the UCA-OAM channel
and CJ~ represents the gain of the kth eigenmode of the UCA
SVD-MIMO channel. There is a relation between the term 15i 12

and CJ~ as described in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: For a diagonal element CJ~ of ~2, there exists a

diagonal element 15i 12 of ,6,.,6,.H corresponding to it with exactly
the same value.

Prool Using the SVD of H = U~VH and the relation of
,6,. = QHHQ, it is straightforward to show that

N-l

CSVD-MIMO = L log2 (1 + pCJD ' (23)
k=O

N-l

CSVD-MIMO = L log2(1 + PCJ~Pk), (29)
k=O

where Pi and Pk denote the ith and kth diagonal element of the
power allocation matrix P, and satisfy the total power constraint
of L:~l Pi = N from (12) .

From (28) and (29), it is clear that the achievable channel
capacities of both the UCA-OAM system and the UCA-SVD
MIMO system can be maximized by waterfilling power alloca
tion under total transmit power constraint, and they are equal to
each other because, by Theorem 2, there always exists 15i 12 of
the UCA-OAM channel corresponding to CJ~ of the UCA-SVD
MIMO channel.

D. Comparison in Terms ofFeedback Overhead

In a perfectly aligned UCA pair system, the right singular ma
trix V need not be fed back not only in a UCA-OAM system
but also in a UCA-SVD-MIMO system. It is because the right
singular matrix of H which is required for SVD precoding is
a column-wise permuted version of the IDFT matrix Q as de
scribed in Theorem 3.

Theorem 3: The right singular matrix V and the left singular
matrix of H are related to the IDFT matrix Q as

and

(22)

(24)

N-l

COAM = L log2 (1 + p15i 12)
i=O

and

which means that the singular value matrix of ,6,.,6,.H is ~2 whose
diagonal elements are sorted in decreasing order of magnitude.
Define Li as a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the
sorted version of the diagonal elements of,6,. in decreasing order
of magnitude. Then, it can be written that Li = E T ,6,.E and
,6,. = ELiET , where E is a permutation matrix. Thus, we have

(30)

(31)

where Sv and Su are diagonal matrices having complex num
bers of unit magnitude and satisfying the relation of

(25) (32)

which means that the phases of the diagonal elements of Su S{;
should be equal to the diagonal elements of ,6,./ 1,6,.1, the phase
components of ,6,.. Notices that a particular solution of V when
Sv is the identity matrix becomes V = QE.

Prool Using the SVD of H = U~V H, we have

which indicates that LiLiH is also the singular value matrix of
,6,.,6,.H.

From (24) and (25), both ~2 and LiLiH are the singular value
matrix of ,6,.,6,.H , and this indicates that ~2 = LiLiH because the
singular value matrix of a matrix is unique. Therefore, the diag
onal entries of ~2 is a permuted version of the diagonal entries
of ,6,.,6,.H, which means that for a diagonal element of ~2, there
is a diagonal element of ,6,.,6,.H corresponding to it with exactly
the same value. D

HHH = U~2UH.

Using the relations of H = Q,6,.QH and (32), we get

(33)

(34)

and

which can be rewritten as a sum of mode capacities as follows:

CSVD-MIMO = log2 det (IN + pp~2) , (27)

(37)

(38)

HHH = QSvELiLiHETS{;QH
= QSvE~2ETS{;QH

D

HHH = QSuELiLiHETS{; QH
= QSuE~2ETS{;QH

Comparing (33) and (34) with (37) and (38) respectively, we
get (30) and (31).

HHH = Q.6"H.6"QH = QSvl,6,.12S{;QH (35)

HHH = Q.6".6"HQH = QSul,6,.12S~QH. (36)

Since 1,6,.1 2 = ,6,.,6,.H, we use (25) and LiHLi = LiLiH = ~2
to get

(28)
N-l

COAM = L log2(1 + pl5i l2pi)
i=O

C. Channel Capacities with Waterfilling Power Allocation

From (9) and (15), we have the channel capacity expressions
for the UCA-OAM system and the UCA-SVD-MIMO system
respectively given by
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Table 1. Feedback parameters and overhead (# of real numbers).
Mode 0 Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3

Transmission scheme Feedback Feedback
parameters overhead

DCA-OAM+EPA None 0
DCA-MIMO+EPA None 0

DCA-SVD-MIMO+WF Mode gains{aD N
DCA-OAM+WF Mode gains {Ioil"} N

Table 2. Simulation parameters.

Mode 4 Mode -3 Mode -2 Mode -1

Parameter
Carrier frequency

Value
140 GHz Fig, 3, Intensity fronts of DCA-OAM modes at Rayleigh distance,

# of UCA elements
UCAradius

Gain of antenna elements

8
R TX = RRX = 25"\

[3=2

Mode 0

@
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3

Fig, 4, Phase fronts of DCA-OAM modes at Rayleigh distance,

the intensity and phase fronts denote the intensity and phase of
the EM wave appearing at the spots on the plane normal to the
beam-axis, and the yellow circles denote the antenna elements
of the receive UCA.

In Fig. 3, the six modes except mode 0 and 4 are reminis
cent of the vortex waves rotating counter-clockwise or clock
wise directions with time, depending on the signs of OAM mode
numbers. In addition, Fig. 4 clearly shows the azimuthal phase
dependency of the OAM modes observed in the vicinity of the
center of the receive UCA, where the phase of the OAM mode I
changes linearly from 0 to 21f1.

Mode -3 Mode -2

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, numerical results are presented to verify the
validity of the analytical results discussed in section III.

Table 1 shows the set of parameters required to be fed back
from the receiver and the amount of feedback overhead required
for precoding and power allocation at the transmitter. In the ta
ble, EPA and WF stand for equal power allocation and waterfill
ing power allocation, respectively.

When the EPA is employed, there is no parameter required
to be fed back from the receiver to the transmitter. In the UCA
SYD-MIMO+WF system, however, the singular values should
be fed back from the receiver to the transmitter to be used for
waterfilling power allocation to achieve the maximum chan
nel capacity [21]. Likewise, the UCA-OAM+WF scheme can
achieve the same channel capacity as that of the UCA-SYD
MIMO+WF scheme by feeding back the N mode gains.

A. Simulation Parameters

Table 2 shows the parameters used in the simulation. In the
simulation, the carrier frequency was 140 GHz in the sub
Terahertz band, 1 and both the transmit UCA and the receive
UCA were assumed to have eight antenna elements and a ra
dius of 25,,\. The gain of each antenna element of the transmit
UCA was assumed to be 3 dB (i.e., [3 = 2).

The SNR used for the simulation was the SNR that appeared
at the receive UCA as defined by (10), and the term p needed for
the evaluation of the spectral efficiency formula was calculated
by (11).

The channel model used in the simulation was the single fre
quency static channel described in section II-B.

B. Intensity and Phase Fronts of DAM Modes

To verify that the OAM vortex wave can be generated by us
ing a UCA with eight antenna elements, we plotted the inten
sity fronts and the phase fronts of the OAM modes as shown in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, assuming that the receive UCA was located
at the Rayleigh distance from the transmit UCA. In the figure,

lSince the Rayleigh distance of a DCA OAM system increases in inverse pro
portion to the wavelength, the use of RF signals in sub-THz band can achieve
the maximum throughput at longer distances compared to the RF signals with
lower frequencies,

C. Analysis ofSimulation Results

Fig. 5 shows the mode capacity versus T-R distance for the
UCA-OAM channel and the UCA-SYD-MIMO channel each
having the parameters summarized in Table 2. In the figure, dR

denotes the Rayleigh distance of the LoS UCA-MIMO system
at which the columns of the channel matrix become mutually or
thogonal. The Rayleigh distance is given by dR = 8RT x/RX for
N = 2, dR = 4RT \RRX for N = 4 [22] and dR = 2RT \RRX

for N = 8 [8].
The figure reveals that there is a one-to-one correspondence

between mode gains of the UCA-OAM channel and eigenvalues
of the UCA-SYD-MIMO channel at an arbitrary T-R distance.
Taking as an example the T-R distance =10 m, the channel gains
corresponding to the eight OAM modes of the UCA-OAM chan
nel and the eigenvalues corresponding to the eigenmodes of the
UCA-SYD-MIMO channel appear as listed in Table 3. This re
sult supports Theorem 2 in Section III that states there exists an
eigeumode of the UCA-SYD-MIMO channel with exactly the
same eigenvalue as the mode gain of the UCA-OAM channel.

Fig. 6 shows the spectral efficiency that can be obtained with
the T-R distance and the SNR when eight data symbol streams
are transmitted through the UCA pair channel with the param
eters shown in Table 2. In the figure, the simulation results are



Table 3. Mode gains and eigenvalues at T-R distance of 10 m.

Fig. 5. Mode gains and eigenvalues vs. T-R distance: (a) DCA-OAM and (b)
DCA-SVD-MIMO.

10'
T-R distance (m)

5L~~~~~~~~-----.:~~~~
1 0~1

45

55 r-~~~~~~~----;:==~~==~===:l
x UCA-OAM + WF

o UCA-8VD-MIMO + WF
I:J. UCA-OAM + EPA

o UCA-MIMO + EPA

50

SNR DCA-OAM+EPA DCA-OAM+WF Improvement
10 dB 14.48 bpslHz 17.41 bpslHz 20.17%
20 dB 28.65 bpslHz 31.56 bpslHz 10.16%

efficiency regardless of whether or not the waterfilling power al
location is employed. Moreover, in the far-field zone of a T-R
distance greater than the Rayleigh distance, there is an improve
ment in the spectral efficiency due to the application of the wa
terfilling power allocation. In addition, the spectral efficiency in
the near-field zone does not decrease monotonically with the T
R distance and shows a large fluctuation.

In the far-field zone where the T-R distance is greater
than the Rayleigh distance, the UCA-OAM+EPA and UCA
MIMO+EPA schemes employing the equal power allocation
show the same spectral efficiency in both cases where S N R =
10 dB and S N R = 20 dB, which coincides with the analytical
result in Section III-A.

In addition, as analyzed in Section III-C, the UCA-OAM+WF
scheme with the waterfilling power allocation shows the
same spectral efficiency as that of the UCA-SYD-MIMO+WF
scheme.

Comparing the graphs for the UCA-OAM+WF and UCA
OAM+EPA in the figure, it is also found that the UCA
OAM+WF scheme has greater spectral efficiency than the UCA
OAM+EPA with additional feedback overhead of just N real
numbers. For example, when the T-R distance is 10 m, as shown
in Table 4, the UCA-OAM+WF scheme shows an increase
in spectral efficiency of 20.17% and 10.16% compared to the
UCA-OAM+EPA scheme at SNR = 10 dB and SNR =20 dB,
respectively.

Table 4. Spectral efficiency at the T-R distance of 10 m.

Fig. 6. Spectral efficiency vs. T-R distance.
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N
~ 40
c.
-"
- 35 f4--++-+--\f------J~1g
.~ 30

~ 25
III
13
~ 20

(J)

15

D. On the Error Rate Performance

In order to compare the error rate performances of the above
4 transmission schemes, a simulation on the symbol error rate
(SER) performance was conducted for the SNRs of 10 dB and
20 dB. In the simulation, it was assumed that all 8 streams were
QPSK encoded and the zero-forcing Y-BLAST algorithm was
applied for the detection of the multiplex streams. For the de
coding of QPSK symbols, the maximum likelihood decoding

10

DCA-OAM DCA-SVD-MIMO
Mode number Mode gain Mode number Eigenvalue

0 5.136IxlO -b I 5.136IxlO -b

I l.l009 x 10-8 2 l.l009 x 10-8

2 5.1785 X 10- 10 3 l.l009 x 10-8

3 1.0306 x 10- 11 4 5.1785 X 10- 10

4 4.7278 x 10- 13 5 5.1785 X 10- 10

-3 1.0306 x 10- 11 6 1.0306 X 10- 11

-2 5.1785 x 10- 10 7 1.0306 X 10- 11

-I 1.l009xlO-8 8 4.7278 x 10- 13

88

10°

1 0~5 mode 1

10-10

Nb~

!!f 10-15

<ii
Eo
Q) 10-20
'" 0 Eigenmode 1 mode 4 and 5
W

0 Eigenmode 2

10-25 <> Eigenmode 3

I> Eigenmode 4 mode 6 and 7

!>. Eigenmode 5

10-30 <I Eigenmode 6 modeS
x Eigenmode 7.. Eigenmode 8

10~35
10~1 10° 10' 10" 103

T-R distance (m)

0

10°

1 0~5 mooeD

N
10-10

~-

C
10-15 d R.iij

'"Q)

'"0
10-20E mode 2 and-2

:;; 0 GAM mode 0

-< 0 GAM mode 1
0

10-25 <> GAM mode 2

I> GAM mode 3 mode 3 and-3

!>. GAM mode 4

10-30 <I GAM mode-3 mode 4
x GAM mode-2.. GAM mode-1
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shown for the following four cases.
1. UCA-OAM+WF: When the waterfilling power allocation

is applied to the UCA-OAM transmission scheme.
2. UCA-SYD-MIMO+WF: When the waterfilling power al

location is applied to the UCA-SYD-MIMO scheme.
3. UCA-OAM+EPA: When the equal power allocation is ap

plied to the UCA-OAM scheme.
4. UCA-MIMO+EPA : When the equal power allocation is

applied to the open-loop MIMO scheme.
In the figure, in the near-field zone with a T-R distance shorter

than the Rayleigh distance, all four cases show the same spectral
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Fig. 7. Condition number of UCA pair channels. Fig. 8. Comparison of symbol error rates.

rule was applied for each stream.
Fig. 7 shows the variation of the condition number of the

UCA pair channel with the T-R distance, where it can be seen
that the condition number becomes the minimum at the Rayleigh
distance. Fig. 8 shows that all four transmission schemes have
the same lowest SER at the Rayleigh distance, and it also shows
that both the UCA-OAM system and the UCA-SVD-MIMO sys
tem experience the same level of SER under the equal power al
location. In addition, it shows that the SER increases rapidly as
the T-R distance increases beyond the Rayleigh distance. This is
caused by the large condition number of the UCA pair channel
at such T-R distance, in which case the aggregated SER becomes
large because the the streams assigned to those modes with rel
atively low eigenvalues experience high SERs.

There is one peculiarity observed in Fig. 8. In T-R distances
around Rayleigh distance, the transmission schemes with water
filling power allocation is observed to have a higher SER than
the schemes with equal power allocation. This is a direct contra
diction to the expectation that a system with waterfilling power
allocation will have a lower SER than a system with equal power
allocation. The reason why this happened is because the same
modulation level was applied for all the streams even for the
schemes with waterfilling power allocation without regarding
the allocated powers for them. This indicates that, in order to
realize an improved spectral efficiency by adopting waterfilling
power allocation, it is necessary to apply modulation levels and
code rates appropriate for the streams regarding the allocated
powers.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the UCA-OAM scheme over the UCA-SVD
MIMO scheme have been compared in terms of spectral effi
ciency and feedback overhead.

As a result of the analysis, it was found that the UCA-OAM
scheme achieves the same spectral efficiency as the UCA-SVD
MIMO scheme with the exactly same feedback overhead.

In addition, it was found that the UCA-OAM+WF scheme
can improve the spectral efficiency compared to the UCA-OAM
scheme at the expense of an additional feedback overhead of the

OAM mode gains.
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